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a line of angry rapids meanders
into dusty meaning

the scent of a ghost town

where the centre is always; where 
the centre is some

a dry mouth makes

*

snow, & its resulting snowness
comes forth

is in the air, a scent

the city still breathing but barely
a crispness emanates broken glass

the inevitable, lateness
is late

over hands held

a drink in my hands, strangeness
& dress rehearsals

The history of water
Recedes.
 — Jennifer Arcuni,  “A Short History of Water”

Pillow of books. April, you have
not had a fresh thought in months.
 — Sina Queyras, Teethmarks
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i am waiting for dress-up
i am waiting to drown

disguises that we bring ourselves
for candy

maiden, matron, crone

*

layers underside; a chill
that melts bone

memory will erode
& lift

a pair what never left

in toronto, you hold hands out
& pause, remember

the finger things; a telephone,
at either end

labelling consciousness
in its way

a brief line spoken
to explore strangeness

an internet café on bloor
, what you leave me
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a month of shadows, shadow
the coming dark

a hint of wisdom; autumn leaves
change colour, & suggest the spring

to end is merely to begin

a quarter on the sidewalk; leaning down
to claim it

break between the sun

neither shall you adapt to some; a history
of strange bodies

windsor, where my own betrayed

during dinner, the rot
in my gut

undigested

burning the lining
of our lies

*

the rideau canal is lowered

for oncoming ice; metal steps
& echo of wall

a brisk trade of tours

& words we never heard
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no other literature in the world
talks so much of the weather

canadian in our talk of sun
& cloud, & snow,

the final absence

hollow creek a stony throw

in the wake, so much has happened

*

for once, is nothing

 a tour of absences, ambrosia,
 a makeshift purse

from a sows ear, silk

& as wide as it is long,
collage

when this or any other thing
i am without

the round number, ten
a month of sundays

but not yet mean

day of the dead, &
living, when all
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becomes again
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when she talks of summer she forgets

the dry season, sweat turned brittle
at the touch of air

the painted air, naked
& hanging, shroud

the box of mittens, toques & scarves
mismatched, by front closet

too small to be worn

its not like i planned on running on empty

my third time through, a myth of omens
& angels

i plan my way out of azure sky
october weight it brings

a submission into

*

darkness comes & comes; it falls

a miracle of autumn days,
indian summer, new england

phrase
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third petal on the flower
withers

a month of settling in; new schools,
apartments, television

of long shadow

listen, a precaution

*

highlights of the seasons & the moon,
your eyes

your eyes

full moon, blood red, & blue

in sidewalk heat,
in poor pub lighting,

in newspapers, three-fold, radio,
a business suit

warm water on the shore recedes,
much like history,

tides of the heart
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if anyone ever walked here

three sumac leaves: past
 present & future

i kept them all

& let them decay equal

what the body knows of salvage

the taste of a memory; a summer month
in new paltz, new york

like nothing else; less ten years
in

a month of hungry shadows, shadows
long

& longer

*

as if colours were the only view

a harpsichord of tensions; thick
as a mack truck

there is nothing that you want to hear

steps into the weather, into 
a month of

& delays
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if i could i would
remember, time
& again

if i could from ten to zero,
zero to whatever, the speeds here

perhaps dont matter
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it was the decay of light
descending

the sun off a pier

october a month of graceful shade
a williamstown cabin

neath the poplars

three sumac leaves, red
& curling, curled

in small black notebook

parches my very dirt

i hardly enter all her blonde beginnings
at she of even

as when to leaned i and bathes
my already my i gathers

yes, ill only that waving without
which is a shade does the hollow bird
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is stranded
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is this all waterways; were you thinking,
of the months ahead

a spiral break of cloud

there are my clothes, my shoes; my feet
in lake st francis

sing me a stolen line

a breakwater tide

oh the rightness of clouds

as time flows logically back
from any question

or denouement

the spice-box of seeds
barely planted in the earth

clouds are cold & sparrow,

& muscle, 

hawk
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as the marsh tosses letters back

a thousand kilograms, mother
make this real

is always the cupped hand,
the open palm

the fist

a margin of leaves, marked
for seasonal splendour

green glow where it seeps
red

& rakish brown

the opposite of absence
is enough; regret

where the smooth curve
of shower

hits

open musculature

*

a move, on cutting room floor

the neck of it, wishing mortar
wont make me think

that the line might suddenly
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had you been faster; faster
w/ your kiss

myself i met

a sky

as populous as soup

so cold outside; talk
through echoes, walks

every sound
is foreign

& forlorn

*

a poem in one part, describes
a feeling

thirty-one days

& back one hour, hers

replacement parts

falling, fallen

is the rain, the leaves, the headlights, then

the story now
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